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INTRODUCTION
The Brennan Center analyzed outside spending in Senate elections since 2010, the year the Supreme Court’s
decision in Citizens United v. FEC shook the campaign finance world.1 We focused on the Senate because in
each of the three election cycles since 2010, it was widely considered possible that party control of the Senate
might change hands. When a chamber of Congress is up for grabs, we expect to see elevated levels of outside
spending — the kind of spending deregulated by Citizens United.
The story that emerges is that outside spending has exploded in the last three federal elections and is highly
focused on competitive races. In 80 percent of competitive 2014 races, outside spenders outspent the
candidates — sometimes by more than double. Because outside groups like super PACs and political
nonprofits can take contributions of unlimited size, the increasing dominance of outside money is giving the
wealthiest few Americans more and more control over the political process. The highest-spending super
PACs depend overwhelmingly on large donations in the five- and six-figure range, amounts out of reach for
all but a few Americans.
Outside groups’ greater spending power also threatens to eviscerate two cornerstones of the regulation of
money in politics: contribution limits and transparency. The most recent midterms saw more activity by
single-candidate groups. These organizations take unlimited donations and spend the money exclusively in
support of one candidate, making a mockery of longstanding contribution limits that guard against the danger
of corruption through large contributions. And spending by groups that do not fully disclose their donors —
“dark money” — has more than doubled since 2010. Dark money too is focused on competitive races, where
it comprises well over a quarter of total expenditures reported to the FEC. When the source of election
spending is hidden, voters cannot evaluate the trustworthiness of the messages they see, and the public
cannot police potentially corrupting relationships between elected officials and their secret benefactors.
Key findings include:
Outside spending by a tiny number of mega-rich donors has played an increasingly important role in each federal election since
Citizens United.
•

•

•

Outside spending on Senate elections has more than doubled since 2010, increasing to $486
million in 2014. (As with any analysis based on FEC numbers, the totals we report underestimate
spending, since they do not include amounts spent on sham issue ads that are not required to be
reported.)
Outside groups spent more than candidates in 2014’s closest races.
o Across the 10 competitive races that we have candidate spending data for, outside groups
accounted for the greatest share of spending, or 47 percent. Candidates lagged behind
with 41 percent, and parties accounted for 12 percent.
o Candidates were outspent by outside groups and parties together in eight of the 10 races. In
four of the contests (Alaska, Colorado, Iowa, and North Carolina), candidates made only a
third or less of the total expenditures.
o Nonparty groups alone spent more than the candidates in seven of the 10 states.
Super PACs are funded by an exclusive few.
o Of the 10 highest-spending super PACs in the most competitive Senate races in 2014, all
but two got less than one percent of their individual contributions from small donors
of $200 or less. Average contributions from donors of more than $200 were in the five- and
six-figure range.
o Across all federal elections since Citizens United was decided in 2010, there has been more
than $1 billion in super PAC spending. Just 195 individuals and their spouses gave almost 60
percent of that money — more than $600 million.
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The wealthy have used single-candidate groups to support candidates far in excess of federal contribution limits.
•
•

•

In the 11 competitive Senate races in 2014, 16 candidate-specific groups each spent more than $1
million in Senate elections, twice as many as in the last election. Five of these groups spent more than
$3 million; three of them beat the previous cycle’s record high of $5.9 million.
Single-candidate groups depend heavily on donors who have donated the legal limit to the favored
candidate — several get all or almost all of their contributions from these double-dipping donors.
Together, the 2014 buddy groups in toss-up races took in $14.2 million from individuals, of which
$9.2 million came from people who maxed out to the favored candidate with either $2,600 (the
limit for one election) or $5,200 (the limit for giving to both a candidate’s primary and general
election campaigns).
The biggest double-dipping donors gave half a million dollars to single-candidate groups — almost
100 times the limit for candidate contributions.

Dark money played a critical role in funding a new Senate.
•
•
•
•

Dark money in Senate elections has more than doubled since 2010, from $105 million in
inflation-adjusted dollars, to $226 million in 2014.
Almost half of the $1 billion in 2014 dollars that outside spenders plowed into Senate elections over
the last three cycles, $485 million, was dark money.
In the 11 most competitive races in 2014, dark money comprised 59 percent of nonparty outside
spending. In the 10 competitive races that we have candidate spending data for, dark money
comprised 28 percent of total spending (candidate, party, and outside group).
The winners in the 11 most competitive races in 2014 together had more than $131 million in
dark money supporting them — 71 percent of the nonparty outside spending in their favor.

Methodology
Our analysis is based on independent expenditures and electioneering communications reported to the
Federal Election Commission. We use the term “outside spending” to refer to all expenditures reported to
the FEC made by anyone other than the candidates themselves, including by parties. Figures that exclude
party spending are described as “nonparty outside spending.”
We examined spending in all Senate races in 2010, 2012, and 2014. In each of these election years, it was
widely considered possible that control of the Senate might change hands.2 The comparison is not perfect, of
course. In 2010, greater attention was paid to the House, which switched from Democrat to Republican
control. The GOP picked up seats in the Senate, but did not wrest control from the Democrats. In 2012, the
presidential election may have affected spending in Senate elections. Democrats ended up increasing their
Senate majority. In 2014, neither the House nor the White House was at play while the Senate was considered
likely to change hands, ensuring that the greatest part of federal spending focused on Senate elections.
Nevertheless, comparing these three cycles allow us to identify trends following the significant changes to the
regulation of outside spending caused by Citizens United and the creation of super PACs, both in 2010.
We conducted a more detailed analysis of 11 of the 2014 Senate contests that were especially competitive,
based on polls: Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, North
Carolina, and New Hampshire. All were listed as “toss-ups” by the Cook Political Report in late September or
early October.3 In 10 of these 11 competitive contests, we were able to obtain complete candidate spending
data (excluding Louisiana), allowing for comparisons between candidate and outside spending. We also used
archival ratings from the Cook Political Report to select competitive races from the 2010 and 2012 cycles.4
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We used analysis by the Center for Responsive Politics to categorize outside spenders’ disclosure. CRP
categorizes spenders as providing full disclosure, partial disclosure, or no disclosure, and we followed those
categorizations gleaned as of Election Day. We consider groups in the partial disclosure and no disclosure
categories to be dark-money groups. We consider spenders to be single-candidate groups if they have made
expenditures favoring only one candidate or attacking that candidate’s opponent during this election cycle. A
few of the single-candidate groups have spent in support of other candidates in past cycles.
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OUTSIDE SPENDING PLAYS A GREATER ROLE
Outside spending — expenditures reported to the FEC made by anyone other than a candidate — in all
Senate races in 2014 totaled $486 million. This was more than double the amount of outside spending in
2010’s midterms, which was $220 million in inflation-adjusted dollars.5 The cumulative total of spending on
elections for the chamber over three cycles was more than $1 billion in 2014 dollars. As outside spending in
federal elections continues to increase, candidate spending has not kept pace, meaning outside groups
account for a bigger and bigger slice of the pie.6
Three 2014 races beat the previous record for highest outside spending in a Senate election, which was $52
million in Virginia in 2012.7 North Carolina shattered the record with $80 million in outside spending, while
Colorado saw $68 million and Iowa $59 million. Next in line after the top three was Alaska, which even
without any major media markets managed to rack up $41 million in outside spending.
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Levels of outside spending are far from uniform; the vast majority targets races considered the most
competitive. In 2014 Senate elections, nearly 90 percent of outside spending was aimed at one of the 11 races
rated as toss-ups, which comprise only one-third of the Senate seats up for election.8 Less than $50 million of
the $486 million in outside spending in Senate contests went to the 22 noncompetitive races.
This pattern was evident in past cycles as well. In 2010, 81 percent of expenditures on Senate elections were
made in the 11 races considered toss-ups in early October.9 In 2012, the proportion was smaller; 59 percent
went to 10 toss-up contests.10 This may have been because presidential election siphoned off some of the
biggest outside money.
It is worth noting that high spending is attracted by the perception of competitiveness in the months leading up
to Election Day, a perception driven largely by early polls that may not be borne out. Our list of races that
were deemed toss-ups in September and October saw the highest outside spending by far, and several of
them ended up with close results. But the closest Senate election was in Virginia, where incumbent Mark
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Warner (D) won by less than one percentage point. That race was never considered close by pollsters, and it
attracted less than $3 million in outside expenditures.
On the other side of the coin, the races in Kentucky and Arkansas were decided by more than 15 points on
Election Day. Yet Cook Political Report listed Kentucky and Arkansas as toss-ups in September, and both
races saw well over $30 million worth of outside spending, placing them in the top quintile of 2014 Senate
races. Races that ended up being significantly closer, but weren’t competitive according to the polls, had a tiny
fraction of their spending. These include Illinois, Minnesota, and New Mexico, none of which topped $3
million in outside spending. All of this is consistent with the hypothesis that outside spending focuses on
close races because the spenders believe they can affect the outcome.
A.

Candidates Were Outspent by Outside Groups

As noted above, candidate spending in federal elections has not increased at the same rate as outside money,
giving greater relative importance to outside expenditures. In 2014, across the 10 toss-up races for which
candidate spending data is available, outside groups accounted for the greatest share of spending, or 47
percent. Candidates lagged behind with 41 percent, and parties accounted for 12 percent.
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Candidates were outspent by outside spending (parties and outside groups together) in eight of the 10 races
we examined. In four of the contests — Alaska, Colorado, Iowa, and North Carolina — candidates made
only a third or less of the total election expenditures.
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Figure	
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Nonparty groups alone spent more than the candidates in seven of the 10 states. The dollar difference was
greatest in North Carolina, where nonparty outside expenditures were $26 million higher than candidate
spending. Colorado was not far behind; there, nonparty groups outspent candidates by $21 million. The
exceptions were Georgia, Kentucky, and New Hampshire. In Kentucky, even an impressive $33 million in
nonparty outside spending was overshadowed by massive candidate spending totaling $55 million.
Since this sample includes both candidate and outside spending, it also highlights the heights overall election
spending reached in the midterms. North Carolina’s contest was likely the most expensive legislative election
in U.S. history at $116 million.11 The prior record, adjusting for inflation, was probably the 2000 New York
Senate race, which cost more than $100 million in 2014 dollars.12 Other 2014 races at the top in overall
spending include Colorado ($101 million), Kentucky ($89 million), and Iowa ($84 million).
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Super PACs Depend on a Few Wealthy Donors

Super PACs drove much of the high outside spending: they comprised half of 2014’s top 10 Senate election
spenders, as demonstrated in Table 1, below. This money comes from a small number of donors who give
massive amounts. In contrast to candidates and parties, super PACs can accept contributions of unlimited
size, and they tend to depend on six- and seven-figure contributions for the greatest part of their revenue. In
the three federal elections held since Citizens United, there has been more than $1 billion in super PAC
spending. Just 195 individuals and their spouses gave almost 60 percent of that money — more than $600
million.13 The pattern is not limited to super PACs; in the 2014 elections, the 100 biggest donors to all types
of political committees together gave $323 million, almost matching the $356 million in small donations that
came from an estimated 4.75 million people.14
These facts belie past claims of super PAC apologists who have painted them as good for democracy because
they allow citizens to pool limited resources.15 Other types of political committees that could perform that
function, traditional PACs for example, have existed for decades. The distinguishing characteristic of super
PACs is their ability to accept contributions of unlimited size. This feature can only be taken advantage of by
the wealthiest donors, who use super PACs to funnel unlimited contributions into politics.
The super PACs that were responsible for the highest expenditures in the most competitive Senate races all
received only a tiny percentage of their funds from small donors of $200 or less as of Election Day. In fact,
none of the super PACs among the 10 highest-spending groups in our sample got more than one-tenth of 1
percent of their individual contributions from small donors.16
The average contributions from donors of more than $200 for the top super PACs are significantly more
than the mean household income in the U.S. of $73,000.17 The top-spending super PAC, Senate Majority
PAC, had an average large contribution of more than twice the national average household income. The
second highest-spending super PAC, Ending Spending, had an average large contribution of over half a
million dollars, more than six times the average American household’s income.
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Due to their secretive nature, there is no way of knowing how much the dark-money groups raise from small
donors or how few donors provide their funding. They may be even more dependent on a few major donors
than super PACs.
Not all of the top outside spenders depend so heavily on big money. Both parties’ Senate committees take in
tens of millions of dollars from small donors, and two traditional PACs that made high independent
expenditures in Senate elections took in 90 percent of their contributions from small donors. Unlike super
PACs, these organizations are all governed by contribution limits. Super PACs, too, could be used to pool
small donations, but their ability to take contributions of unlimited size has made them a vehicle for high
spending by the few who can afford it.

Average Contribution
by Donors of More
than $2003

Contributions from
donors of $200 or
Less18

Disclosure

Organization
Description

Expenditures in 11
Most Competitive
Races

Organization Name

Table 1: Top Outside Spenders – 11 Toss-Up Senate Races

Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee

$54,588,995

Democratic party
committee

Full

44%

$1,334

Senate Majority PAC

$46,578,851

Democraticaligned super PAC

Full

0.06%

$170,525

National Republican
Senatorial Committee

$38,248,720

Republican party
committee

Full

29%

$2,342

Crossroads GPS

$24,399,512

Conservative
501(c)(4) group

None

Unknown

Unknown

U.S. Chamber of
Commerce

$23,257,643

Conservative
501(c)(6) trade
organization

None

Unknown

Unknown

Ending Spending Action
Fund

$19,889,332

Conservative super
PAC

Partial

0.01%

$502,188

NextGen Climate Action
Committee19

$19,022,208

Liberal super PAC

Full

0.01%

$2,479,691

Freedom Partners Action
Fund

$18,264,534

Conservative super
PAC

Partial

0.1%

$203,626

American Crossroads

$16,700,009

Conservative super
PAC

Partial

0.08%

$111,080

National Rifle Ass’n of
America Political Victory
Fund

$10,447,559

Conservative PAC

Full

87%

$242
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II.

SINGLE-CANDIDATE GROUPS WEAKEN CONTRIBUTION LIMITS
Single-candidate groups, or “buddy groups” are outside spenders devoted exclusively to electing a specific
candidate. These groups can accept contributions of unlimited size and spend every penny to support their
favored candidate. Their expenditures are not subject to contribution limits as long as they are made
independently of the candidate’s campaign, that is, as long as there is no coordination with the candidate. But
the rules governing coordination are weak, and candidates have many ways of controlling the spending of
nominally independent groups.20
In 2014 Senate races, buddy groups were a more important piece of campaign-finance weaponry than ever
before. In 2012, seven Senate-focused buddy groups spent more than $1 million, with the biggest spender
hitting $5.9 million.21 In the 2014 midterms, 16 candidate-specific groups each spent more than $1 million in
Senate elections, twice as many as in the last election. Five of these groups spent more than $3 million; three
of them beat the previous cycle’s record high.
The biggest-spending buddy group was Put Alaska First, which spent more than $10 million in aid of
Democrat Mark Begich’s unsuccessful reelection campaign. Well over $9 million came from the Democratic
Party-aligned Senate Majority PAC, which funneled its spending in the state through Put Alaska First rather
than making direct expenditures in the state. The number two and three top buddy groups were both proMcConnell organizations: the dark-money group Kentucky Opportunity Coalition, with $8.2 million, and the
super PAC Kentuckians for Strong Leadership, with $6.4 million. If the two — which have overlapping
leadership22 — were combined, they would surge to the top spot with $14.6 million in spending.
The most active buddy groups often avoid transparency: six of the top 10 single-candidate spenders in our
sample hide some or all of their donors. Because they offer the advantage of secrecy, single-candidate dark
money groups may become even more common than single candidate super PACs, which are required to
report their donors.
Single-candidate groups often hold their fire until late in the election. The Committee to Elect an
Independent Senate was formed on October 6 and attracted only six donors. It managed to spend $3.9
million in Kansas in aid of Greg Orman in just the final month before Election Day. Arkansas Horizon,
devoted to Republican Tom Cotton, didn’t start spending until October 14, but it managed to rack up $1.8
million in expenditures in the last three weeks of the election. A group that supported Republican winner Joni
Ernst, Priorities for Iowa, was formed in September and spent $1.2 million. Each of the three groups had
fewer than 10 donors.
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Table 2: Top Spending Single-Candidate Groups – 11 Toss-Up Senate Races
Organization

Expenditures

Description

Disclosure

Put Alaska First PAC

$10,196,237

Pro-Begich (D-AK) super PAC

Full

Kentucky Opportunity
Coalition

$8,209,237

Pro-McConnell (R-KY) 501(c)(4)
social welfare group

None

Kentuckians for Strong
Leadership

$6,417,623

Pro-McConnell (R-KY) super PAC

Full

Committee To Elect An
Independent Senate

$3,880,562

Pro-Orman (I-KS) super PAC

Full

Carolina Rising

$3,179,626

Pro-Tillis (R-NC) 501(c)(4) social
welfare group

None

Citizens for a Working America
PAC

$2,162,656

Pro-Perdue (R-GA) super PAC

Partial

Alaska SalmonPAC

$1,924,592

Pro-Begich (D-AK) super PAC

None

Arkansas Horizon

$1,805,900

Pro-Cotton (R-AK) super PAC

Full

Priorities for Iowa Political
Fund

$1,201,275

Pro-Ernst (R-IA) super PAC

Partial

Government Integrity Fund
Action Network

$1,047,880

Pro-Cotton (R-AK) super PAC

Partial

A.

Double-Dipping Donors can Evade Contribution Limits

Single-candidate groups tend to depend heavily on donations from people who have made the maximum
contribution to the favored candidate’s campaign — “double-dipping donors.” The contribution limit for
federal candidates is indexed to inflation and raised every two years. For the 2014 elections it was $2,600 per
election, and primary and general elections are considered separate elections, allowing Senate candidates to
accept $5,200 in a six-year cycle from a single donor.23 But there is no limit on contributions to super PACs
or political nonprofits. Corporations and unions are prohibited from contributing directly to candidates at all,
but they are allowed to give to outside groups.
In our sample of 11 competitive races from 2014, we found 136 donors to single-candidate groups who had
also given the maximum to the favored candidate’s primary or general campaign, or both.24 Most doubledippers give in the five-and six-figure range. The biggest checks were worth half a million dollars: three
single-candidate groups each benefited from a $500,000 donation from a double-dipper — two from the
same donor. Those donations are almost 100 times larger than the maximum direct contribution in a typical
election cycle.
Looking only at contributions from individual people (as opposed to unions, corporations, or other entities),
most of the buddy groups in our sample received the great majority of their contributions from doubledipping donors. Of the 18 groups that took money from individuals at all, five collected all of their individual
contributions from double-dippers. Another five got more than 80 percent of their individual-contributor
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money from double-dipping donors. Together, the buddy groups took in $14.2 million from individuals, of
which $2.7 million came from people who gave the favored candidate $2,600, and $6.5 million came from
donors who gave the candidate $5,200 — altogether almost two-thirds of the single-candidate groups’
combined contributions.

Figure	
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Kentuckians for Strong Leadership, devoted to reelecting Mitch McConnell (R), was far and away the biggest
beneficiary of double-dipping donors. Of its 100 individual donors, 58 maxed out to McConnell’s primary or
general campaign, or both. These double-dippers together gave the super PAC just over $4 million of its $6.1
million in individual contributions, or 66 percent. Kentuckians for Strong Leadership tied our sample’s record
for largest double-dipping donation with $500,000 from Florida venture capitalist Lawrence DeGeorge.
The biggest double-dipper in our sample is Houston Texans owner Robert McNair, who combined a $2,600
candidate contribution with $500,000 to the super PAC backing that candidate for two Republicans: Thom
Tillis and Grow NC Strong, and Scott Brown and Independent Leadership for New Hampshire. McNair also
gave $500,000 each to four other single-candidate groups without making direct contributions to the favored
candidates.
Several candidate-specific groups were funded largely or entirely by a single person or a very small group. An
organization called New Hampshire PAC to Save America, which supported Jim Rubens’ unsuccessful run
for the Republican nomination in New Hampshire, existed for only four months. Its sole donor, the wife of a
former senator that Rubens worked for,25 gave the super PAC $140,000 in addition to giving the maximum
$2,600 to Rubens’ primary campaign. Georgia One PAC, which favored Republican David Perdue, took
$100,000 of its $125,000 from one double-dipper, and the remainder came from a single corporation. A
group in favor of Michigan Republican Terri Lynn Land, called Pure PAC, took in $153,000 of its $155,000
revenue from a single double-dipping individual. Another group, Kansans Support Problem Solvers, which
formed in September to support unsuccessful independent candidate Greg Orman, collected $750,000 from
just three people, one of whom was a $200,000 double-dipper.
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B.

Corporations and Unions Can Evade the Ban on Contributions

Corporations and unions are completely prohibited from contributing directly to candidates.26 But singlecandidate groups allow these entities to give unlimited sums that offer great value to candidates. Several
single-candidate super PACs in our sample accepted large donations from corporations or unions (it is
unknown how much the single-candidate dark-money groups collected from corporations and unions). In
addition to its many individual contributions, Kentuckians for Strong Leadership took in hundreds of
thousands of dollars from corporations. The biggest corporate contribution to the pro-McConnell group was
$300,000 from Murray Energy Corporation, which has faced allegations that the CEO pressured company
employees to donate to candidates chosen by the company.27
Some buddy groups have taken no money at all from individuals, such as Citizens for a Working America,
funded by $2.2 million from two nonprofits and two limited liability corporations; Michigan for All, funded
by $1.3 million from labor groups; and Alaska SalmonPAC, funded by $1.8 million from environmentalist
nonprofits.
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DARK MONEY RISES
Expenditures by groups that do not fully disclose their donors in Senate elections have more than doubled
since 2010, from $105 million in inflation-adjusted dollars, to $167 million adjusted for inflation in 2012, to
$226 million in 2014. Almost half of the $1 billion in 2014 dollars that outside spenders plowed into Senate
elections over the last three cycles, or $485 million, was dark money.
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Like all outside spending, dark money seeks out competitive contests. The 11 most competitive races in 2014
saw $205 million worth of spending by groups that hide some or all of their donors. In contrast, there was
only $20 million worth of dark money in the 22 noncompetitive Senate races — less than 10 percent of the
total from the 11 closest-polling races. Moreover, the proportion of dark money was higher in the toss-ups:
59 percent of nonparty outside spending in competitive races was dark money, compared to 44 percent in
noncompetitive races.
In the 10 competitive races for which candidate spending data is available, dark money comprised 28 percent
of total spending (candidate, party, and outside group). With outside spending on the rise in relation to
candidate expenditures, it is likely that dark money will become an even bigger part of election spending
future cycles.
In North Carolina, the $40 million worth of dark money actually exceeded candidate spending by $4 million
dollars. In Colorado, $33 million in dark money just barely edged out candidate spending by half a million,
and in Alaska, $19 million from dark-money groups was just $214,000 less than candidate expenditures.
A.

2014’s Winners Were Supported by Tens of Millions in Dark Money

In the competitive races excluding Kansas, where the general election pitted a Republican against an
independent, dark-money support was more than twice as strong for Republicans, at $138 million, than
Democrats, at $59 million. Pro-Republican nonparty outside spending was 77 percent dark money, while that
in favor of Democrats was 39 percent dark money.
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That party disparity, combined with a wave of Republican victories, means that most of the winners in our
sample were heavily favored by dark money. Thom Tillis (R) of North Carolina and Cory Gardner (R) of
Colorado each benefitted from more than $22 million in dark money. Overall, the nonparty outside spending
in favor of the winners in our sample was 71 percent dark money.
Table 3: Winners’ Dark Money Support – 11 Toss-Up Senate Races
Dark Money as Percent of
Winning Candidate
Dark Money in Support
Nonparty
Outside
Spending in Support
Tillis (R-NC)

$23,176,738

82%

Gardner (R-CO)

$22,438,090

88%

Ernst (R-IA)

$17,531,531

73%

McConnell (R-KY)

$13,919,905

63%

Cotton (R-AR)

$12,489,921

71%

Perdue (R-GA)

$11,114,757

85%

Sullivan (R-AK)

$10,849,706

85%

Roberts (R-KS)

$8,322,398

80%

Peters (D-MI)

$4,369,996

29%

Cassidy (R-LA)

$3,624,853

65%

Shaheen (D-NH)

$3,383,436

33%

Total

$131,221,335

71%

B.

FEC Data Omits Unreported Spending

Spending calculations based on FEC data leave out tens — perhaps hundreds — of millions of dollars in
unreported spending on elections; the true amount is unknown. FEC rules do not require the reporting of
expenditures on sham issue ads, which attack or praise candidates without explicitly instructing viewers how
to vote. When these ads are aired within 60 days before a general election or 30 days before a primary
election, the spending is required to be disclosed to the FEC as an “electioneering communication.”28 But
outside those time periods, sham issue ads are unregulated.29
As a prior entry in this series explained, we found evidence of tens of millions in unreported spending in
some of the races in our sample.30 In North Carolina, the amount of unreported spending was almost as
much as the candidates had collectively spent through the end of September. Reliable totals for this doubly
dark money cannot be calculated, but there is clearly enough of it to make every dollar and percentage
calculation of dark money based on FEC data significantly underestimate the true extent of the phenomenon.
The Center for Public Integrity examined TV ads in several Senate contests to estimate the portion coming
from dark-money groups. This method depends on monitoring TV spots as they are aired, rather than FEC
data, so it captures some sham issue ads missed by our method.31 The analysis found that more than one in
four TV ads in North Carolina, Arkansas, and Colorado were paid for with dark money, and another three
states saw more than one in five TV spots funded by dark money.32
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IV.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
With Citizens United and other cases, the U.S. Supreme Court dismantled many longstanding regulations of
our campaign finance system.33 The Court has painted a rosy picture of this deregulated world, but its
predictions have proved wrong. Instead of the full and immediate disclosure the Court envisioned, dark
money is a powerful force that continues to gain in currency. Instead of outside groups that pose no threat of
corruption because of their independence from candidates, outside expenditures are carefully choreographed
to assist campaigns, raising the possibility that unlimited outside money is as valuable to candidates (and to
donors hoping to buy influence) as the direct contributions that our system strictly limits.34
In order to determine how to interpret a message, voters need to know who the speaker is and what political
agenda is being served, which dark-money spending precludes. Moreover, dark money enables spenders who
are hidden from the public, but not from the political networks and candidates they back, to gain secret
influence. Voters who know that their elected representatives are beholden to some special interest can vote
them out, but secret donations disrupt such democratic responsiveness. As Supreme Court Justice Anthony
Kennedy put it in approving of disclosure as a constitutional way of regulating campaign spending, disclosure
means that “citizens can see whether elected officials are in the pocket of so-called moneyed interests. . . .
This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different
speakers and messages.”35
Outside groups’ ability to fundraise in unlimited amounts makes them a tempting vehicle for evading the
limits on direct contributions to candidates and parties.36 Supposedly independent groups cooperate with the
campaigns they support in many ways, walking right up to the line of illegal coordination. Campaigns reach
out to donors who have maxed out and suggest they give to a friendly super PAC, or they share donor lists
prior to publicly reporting the information.37 The effect can be vividly observed in the donations to singlecandidate super PACs, where most of the money comes from donors who also hit the contribution limit to
the candidate.
Super PACs’ reliance on large donors and the ever-increasing role of outside spending threaten to leave
average people who cannot afford large donations out of the political process. If they were working as
intended, contribution limits would prevent candidates from funding their campaigns solely with massive
donations from a few individuals. This prevents corruption and helps to ensure candidates have a broad base
of support — and make public policy decisions based on the interests of thousands of constituents. But
candidate-specific groups can raise money in unlimited amounts, creating the risk that candidates will depend
on a few major donors — donors whom a winning candidate will want to keep happy as an elected official.
The Supreme Court put us on the path toward these problems. It must recognize its mistakes and overturn its
decisions interpreting the Constitution to forbid common-sense regulations that give average people the
opportunity to participate meaningfully in our representative democracy. But Congress and the federal
agencies also have the power to move the campaign finance system away from the dangers of deregulation.
Citizens United allowed the creation of new legal mechanisms for big money to influence elections and elected
officials, but it did not mandate them.
There are various policy options available even under the Court’s current misguided jurisprudence.38 These
include legislation like the DISCLOSE Act,39 which would eliminate dark money as we know it, and the
Empowering Citizens Act,40 which would clamp down on the ability of outside groups to cooperate with
candidates in violation of the spirit of contribution limits. Public campaign financing, included in the
Empowering Citizens Act and other legislative proposals, would increase the participation and power of small
donors, helping to ensure elected officials are responsive to all of their constituents instead of just wealthy
special interests.
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Federal agencies can also improve transparency, even without legislation. The IRS is considering a reform
that would clarify the rules governing political spending by nonprofits, which are currently the channel for the
hundreds of millions in dark money spent on our elections.41 The SEC is considering a petition for a rule to
improve transparency for corporate political spending.42 The Federal Communications Commission has the
mandate to require that political ads disclose the true identity of the person paying for them, and should
exercise it.43
Finally, disclosure could be improved without either legislation or independent agency action. The president
could issue an executive order requiring government contractors disclose their political contributions.44 There
is an especially pressing need for transparency concerning political spending by contractors because of the
unique risk of pay-to-play decisions in procurement. Under the status quo, it is likely that contractors and
government decision makers both know who has given how much, but the public doesn’t. A vast array of
businesses contract with the federal government. Disclosure of their spending would dramatically increase
political spending transparency and close one of the most glaring windows for corruption.
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